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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
CIRCLE AIRFREIGHT,
Plaintiff and Respondent,
vs.

Case No. 20851

BOYCE EQUIPMENT, a Utah corporation,
Defendant and Appellant.

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
Three issues are presented by this Appeal:
1.

Did the trial court erroneously fail to apply the

principle that an agent acting for a disclosed principal is not
personally liable on the contract?
2.

Is the trial courts implicit finding that Boyce Equip-

ment agreed to pay the Circle Airfreight's freight charges unsupported
by and contrary to the evidence?
3.

Did Circle Airfreight's failure to collect the freight

charges from the consignee--buyer of the goods upon delivery constitute negligence and/or breach of contract precluding Circle Airfreight from collecting freight charges from Boyce Equipment?
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The Nature of the Case
In the Fall of 1982, Defendant--Appellant, Boyce Equipment, a Utah corporation, hereinafter "Boyce", a concern which
deals in equipment and truck parts, received two successive orders
for parts for trucks and equipment from CMC Corp., a Boyce customer.
In each case CMC requested Boyce to arrange airfreight shipment of
the parts to the Conakry Airport in the Republic of New Guinea, Africa.
Boyce requested Plaintiff/Respondent, Circle Airfreight, a corporation, hereinafter generally referred to as "Carrier", to pick up
the goods from Boyce and to ship them by airfreight to AHW Corp.
(first shipment) and NrFanly Sylla, (second shipment), concerns
associated with CMC, at the Conakry Airport.

The Carrier did so.

The Carrier received a copy of BoyceTs invoice in each instance
showing the parts had been sold to CMC Corp.

The Carrier prepared

several documents with respect to each shipment including an invoice
showing the name and address of CMC Corp., Boyce!s customer, and an
air waybill.

The first air waybill stated the parts were to be held

at the airport.

The second stated the consignee was to be notified

of the arrival of the goods.

Boyce orally directed the Carrier to

collect its freight charges upon delivery.
letter of instructions,

Boyce signed a shipper's

a form provided by Carrier, which showed the

consignees AHW Corp. (first shipment) and NTFanly Sylla (second shipment)
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but which did not state the shipper would pay freight charges.
Carrier delivered the goods without collecting either the freight
or the price of the parts and without notifying Boyce of its intent
to do so or that such had occurred and later brought suit to collect
its freight charges from Boyce,
The Course of Proceedings
The matter was tried before The Honorable Phillip R. Fishier
May 10, 1985 sitting without a jury.
Disposition in the Court Below
The trial court granted judgment in favor of the Carrier
against Boyce for the freight charges made for the first shipment,
but denied recovery of freight charges made by the Carrier for the
second shipment.

Boyce brought this appeal from the judgment for

the freight charges on'the first shipment.

Carrier has not filed

an appeal from the denial of its claim for charges on the second
shipment.
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
First Shipment
Boyce is a supplier of parts for military trucks to
customers all over the United States with some customers in Canada
and Alaska. (TR. 220)
Don Boyce, an officer of Boyce, explained that the custom,
practice and experience of Boyce and the custom and practice of
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parts suppliers generally in arranging transportation for buyers
of parts is that the parts are nearly always shipped freight collect
at the expense of the buyer.
We sell the merchandise, they sell the
transportation. We have nothing to do with the
transportation once it leaves our yard. We don't
even have any control over the price of it, basically,
because we donTt know what the weight is going to
be or what they are going to charge.... (TR 269)
The buyer pays the freight when the parts arrive. (TR. 248-50 ,
267)
If the buyer has credit established with a carrier, the
carrier will periodically bill the buyer. (TR.249)

The practical

reason for the practice of the buyer paying the freight in the
parts business is that the weight of metal parts shipments determines
the freight rate and weights vary widely hence the freight charges
cannot easily be determined in advance so there is no ready way for
a parts seller to know what the freight costs will be when preparing
the parts invoice. (TR. 266-67)
The only parts carrier that regularly requires payment
from parts sellers in advance of shipment or credit arrangements
with the seller is United Parcel Service, a carrier used for small
packages only. (TR. 250, 270)

Since UPS makes charges according

to a published chart, Boyce, or any other parts supplier, can readily
determine in advance the amount the freight will cost so the freight
cost can be added to the buyer's parts invoice. (TR. 251)
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In the few instances when a carrier other than UPS requires
the freight charge to be prepaid on a parts shipment, the amount
of freight is determined in advance and added to the customer's
invoice or the customer is required to advance the amount of the
freight before shipment.

(TR. 271-72)

The following facts appeared at trial as to the first
shipment concerning which the trial court determined Boyce was
liable to the Carrier for freight charges.
On or about August 6, 1982 (see date on invoice Exhibit 14-P,
Brief Addendum A-l), Boyce received a parts order from CMC Corp.
(TR. 220, 224, 263)

CMC or a company

related to CMC,

AHW Corp^

had an operation in New Guinea, Africa?for which the parts were
needed and requested Boyce to arrange shipment by air to AHW within
a week and directed that the parts be held at the Conakry Airport in
the Republic

of New Guinea. (TR. 224, 235, 265)

Boyce had no prior dealings with Circle Airfreight, an
air carrier.

(TR. 187-88, 212-13, 224, 253, 267)

Mark Boyce, an officer of Boyce Equipment, called the
Carrier by telephone and was advised Carrier could handle air
shipment of the parts to AHW in New Guinea. (TR. 212, 225)
On August 9, 1982, the Carrier sent an airfreight agent
and truck driver, Perry Shepard, (TR. 196, 228), to Boyce!s place
of business in North Salt Lake, Utah to pick up two boxes containing
parts purchased by CMC, (TR. 196, 227-29)
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At that time, Perry

Shepard was told the shipment was going collect (TR. 233-34) to which
he assented.

Perry Shepard was given a copy of BoyceTs

(TR. 234)

invoice to CMC, (Ex. 14-P, Brief Addendum A-l). (TR. 193-94, 230)
Boyce!s invoice identified its customer, CMC Corp., 3468 Mt. Diablo
Blvd., Layfayette, California. (Ex. 14-P)

Boyce was given Carrier's

M

shipperTs letter of instructionsM form. (TR. 197-98, 230)
Perry Shepard testified that the Carrier's shippers

letter of instructions form "basically is just a note that we
received the freight from the customer."

(TR. 204)

The only

copy thereof produced at trial was the yellow (second or other
subsequent) copy.

(Ex. 10-P, Brief Addendum A-2; TR. 231)

Mark Boyce was unfamiliar with the form. (TR. 229)

Some

blanks in the shipper's letter of instructions, not including the
"prepaid boxn(TR. 213, 232), were filled in by Mark Boyce. (TR. 231-32)
He inserted "box truck parts" and "Conakry, Guinea, Africa" and
signed his name. (TR. 231)

Perry Shepard wrote "AHW Corp." in the

consignee space. (TR. 231)

The date appearing next to the signature

of Mark Boyce, 8/9/82, is the same as appears on Boyce's invoice to
CMC. (Ex. 14-P)

Perry Shepard signed the form in the space above

the phrase "Received by Drayman". (Ex. 10-P; TR. 198)
date next to Shepard's

The 8/26/82

signature suggests Shepard may not have

signed and dated the form until 8/26/82 -- the time a second such
form and related documents were prepared as to the second shipment
described below.
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Ross Kirkley, an employee of the Carrier also testified.
He stated he had been employed by the Carrier for four years at
the time of trial in May 1985, (TR. 151), (so that he would have
had about one years experience with Carrier at the time of
the subject transaction).

He never spoke to any representative

of Boyce concerning either of the two shipments.

(TR. 176, 191)

He said the meaning to him of the term nprepaidn on Carrier's letter
of instruction was that the shipper pays freight charges and that
the term "collect" meant the consignee pays freight charges and
"C.O.D." meant the consignee pays the freight and the invoice value
of the goods.

(TR. 155)

He conceded on cross-examination that

n

prepaidn meant collecting for freight on the front end, (TR. 184),

but reasserted it meant to him the shipper pays but agreed he brought
no such interpretation to the attention of Boyce.(TR. 184).
The word nchargesn and boxes after the words nprepaidn,
"collect" and "C.O.D." are provided in the form. (Ex. 10-P)
It was not established that any of these boxes were filled
out by Mark Boyce at the time. (TR. 234) Mark Boyce testified that
he did not mark the "prepaid" box (TR. 213) and presumed the Carrier
had done so. (TR. 214)
Mark Boyce testified he had searched his files to no avail
for Boyce's original white copy of Ex. 10-P(TR. 231, 234; see also
TR. 282) He knew the handwritten X in the prepaid box in Ex. 10-P
was not his writing because he did not in his business order freight
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on a prepaid basis.
of Don Boyce)
crosses.

(TR. 216; see also TR. 283--like testimony

He testified that he always uses check marks not

(TR. 232-33, 244)

For instance, he made the check marks

appearing on Ex. 14-P at the time he was packing the parts. (TR. 244)
A check appears in the "collect" box on BoyceTs original white copy
of the shippers letter of instructions form used in connection
with the second shipment, Ex. 7-D, Brief Addendum A-8, whereas an
X which Perry Shepard testified he inserted (TR. 209-10) appears in
the "Prepaid" box on the Carrier's yellow copy of the same document,
Ex. 15-P, Brief Addendum A-9.
The 8/26/82 date by ShepardTs signature on Ex. 10-P and
the similarity of the X marks on Ex. 10-P and Ex. 15-P strongly
suggest the "prepaid" box on Carrier's yellow copy of Ex. 10-P
was marked by the Carrier after it picked up the second shipment
and its copy of the letter of instructions pertaining thereto.
Perry Shepard testified that he did not recall the substance of any of his conversations with Mark Boyce with respect to
either the first or the second shipment. (TR. 201-02, 204, 206, 211)
Carrier conceded that it had no discussion at all with
Boyce regarding the price Carrier would charge nor with respect to
credit terms notwithstanding this was the first time Boyce had requested transportation services. (TR. 187-88, 251-52, 267 and 272)
Carrier produced no evidence Boyce had authorized Carrier
to mark the prepaid box on the letter of instructions.
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After Carrier picked up the goods, Carrier made out several other documents at Carrier's place of business with information
from the invoice to CMC prepared by Boyce. (Ex. 14-P; TR. 156-58,
189, 193)
Boyce!s invoice to its customer, CMC Corp. plainly stated
on its face that the goods were sold to CMC Corp. and were to be
shipped to Guinea, Africa. (Ex. 14-P)
These documents, none of which were shown to or signed
by Boyce at the time, included:
1.

An air waybill. (Ex. 11-P, Brief Addendum A-3; TR. 157)

The air waybill stated that AHW Corp. was the consignee; contained
the direction "hold at Conakry Airport"; stated Boyce was the
shipper; described the crate and carton of parts by dimensions
and weight and showed charges for Carrier's services totalling
$5,357.74 in U.S. Dollars in a "prepaid" column. (Ex. 11-P)
2.

A shipper's export declaration. (Ex. 12-P, Brief

Addendum A-4; TR. 157-58)

This stated Boyce was the exporter and

that AHW Corp. was the consignee at Conakry Republic of Guinea,
Africa and set forth Boyce's selling price of the goods to AHW Corp.
in the sum of $6,135.98. (Ex. 12-P)
3.

A worksheet. (Ex. 13-P, Brief Addendum A-5)

This

showed freight charges in a "prepaid" column and in the instruction
section: "C$F 11,484.72".
4.

A commercial invoice. (Ex. 23-P, Brief Addendum A-6)
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This stated the goods were sold to CMC Corp. and that the goods
were to be shipped to AHW Corp. in Conakry, New Guinea by Carrier.
(Ex. 23-P)

The commercial invoice listed the parts and Boycefs

parts prices and showed the total

price of the goods sold by

Boyce to AHW was the sum of $6,135.98 and added the Carrier freight
charges of $5,348.74 for a total invoice amount of $11,484.72.
Perry Shepard, Carriers air freight agent who dealt
with Boyce as to both shipments and who prepared all of the documents
as to the first shipment for Carrier (TR. 156, 159, 197-202)
testified that he prepared the commercial invoice (Ex. 23-P) from
the worksheet (Ex. 13-P) he prepared. (TR. 199)

Carrier's district

manager, Ross Kirkley, testified that: f?The worksheet is prepared
prior to preparation of the air waybill, shipper's export declaration,
or any other documents11.

(TR. 159)

Perry testified the worksheet

(Ex. 13-P) told him: "It's going to go cost and freight which means
the invoice needs to be prepared". (TR. 199)
worksheet information came

He said that his

"From physically inspecting the freight,

weighing it up, and from the shipper's letter of instructions
and possibly from the invoice also." (TR. 200)
the purpose of the commercial invoice was

Perry testified that

"to collect the amount

of monies for Boyce..." (TR. 203)
Carrier made no demand on Boyce for payment of any kind
but apparently transported the goods. (TR. 175)

Carrier did not

hold them for payment of freight or invoice charges at the Conakry
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airport but delivered the parts without collecting anything. (TR. 191)
Boyce was not notified of Carriers delivery of the goods
without payment. (TR- 189)
Had Boyce been advised that Carrier intended to look to
Boyce for payment of freight charges Boyce would have required
Carrier to hold the shipment until CMC advanced the freight.
(TR. 252, 268-70)
Boyce did not bill CMC for freight. (TR. 272)
Second Shipment
The following facts appeared at trial as to the second
shipment concerning which the trial court determined Boyce was not
liable for Carrier's freight charges.
On August 26, 1982 Boyce received another parts order
from CMC Corp., (TR. 235-36) also to be air shipped to the Conakry
airport in the Republic of Guinea, Africa. (TR. 236-37)
At this time Boyce was not aware of the status of the
prior shipment and had received no billings from Carrier. (TR. 245)
The second shipment was handled essentially the same
way as the first.

Mark Boyce advised Carrier by phone that

additional Boyce equipment ordered by CMC Corp. was to be immediately
shipped to Guinea. (TR. 237)

At the time the parts were picked up

by Carrier, Mark Boyce told Carriers agent, Perry Shepard, the parts
were again to go on a freight collect basis. (TR. 265-66)

Don Boyce

commented to Perry Shepard to the effect that in view of the distance,
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weight and air method of transportation, Boyce presummed the
charges would be substantial and so was glad it did not have to
pay the freight bill.

Perry Shepard indicated agreement with this

comment. (TR. 239, 265)
A shipper's letter of instructions was filled out at the
time Carrier came to pick up the goods.

(Ex. 7-D, Brief Addendum

A-8, Ex. 15-P, Brief Addendum A-9; TR. 160, 239)

The letter of

instructions stated the goods were consigned to N^Fanly Sylla (a
concern associated with CMC) and were to be shipped to Conakry,
New Guinea, Africa.

The instructions included

(Ex. 7-D; Ex. 15-P)

The letter of instructions was signed by

Mark Boyce.

"Hold at Term."

The "charges" instructions spaces may have initially

been left blank.

At the trial two copies of the shipper's letter

of instructions were produced.

(Ex. 15-P and Ex. 7-D)

The original

white copy was produced in evidence by Boyce. (TR. 179-81)
a check in the "collect" box.

(Ex. 7-D; TR. 178,240)

copy was produced by Carrier.

(Ex. 15-P)

"prepaid" box.*

(Ex. 15-P; TR. 178)

It shows

The yellow

It shows an "X" in the

Ross Kirkley had no explanation

why Carrier's yellow (second or third copy) had the prepaid" box
marked whereas Boyce!s original white first copy had "collect"
checked. (TR. 183, 188) Perry Shepard surmised that neither box
was checked before the form was pulled apart and that the parties
later marked their respective copies differently. (TR. 209-10)
The trial court made a finding in accordance with this
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suggestion of Perry Shepard. (R. 138; Findings 9, 11 and 12, Brief
Addendum A-14)
The only document exhibited to or signed by Boyce Equipment
was the initial shipper's letter of instructions. (TR. 176-77, 210)
As was the case with the first shipment, from information
contained on Boyce's invoice to CMC Corp. (Ex. 20-P, Brief Addendum
7-P) a copy of which was given to
made out several documents.

Carrier, (TR. 193-94) Carrier

These documents were prepared by

Carrier in its office after the goods were picked up from Boyce.
(TR. 161-62; 164-65; 181-82)

These included a worksheet, (Ex. 18-P,

Brief Addendum A-12); an air waybill, (Ex. 16-P, Brief Addendum A-10;
TR. 161-65); a shipper's export declaration, Ex. 17-P, Brief Addendum
A-ll; TR. 164-65, 182) and a commercial invoice (Ex. 19-P, Brief
Addendum A-13; TR. 181-83).
The air waybill stated N Fanly Sylla was the consignee and
contained a direction to notify the consignee upon arrival and to
hold the shipment at the terminal for pick up. (Ex. 16-P)

It stated

Boyce was the shipper; described the parts crate by dimensions and
weight and listed the Carrier's charges for services in the total
sum of $2406.74 in U.S. dollars. (Ex. 16-P)

The export declaration

stated the consignee was N Fanly Sylla in the Republic of Guinea
Africa and stated Boyce's selling price of $4840.34.

(Ex. 17-P)

The commercial invoice listed the parts sold, identified the pur-
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chaser, CMC Corp, and showed the parts were shipped to N1Fanly Sylla
c/o CMC Corp. at Conakry, Guinea and stated Boyces charges for the
parts.

(Ex. 19-P)

Unlike the commercial invoice prepared by the

Carrier for the prior shipment (Ex. 23-P) this commercial invoice
did not include the carrierTs freight charges.
In neither of the two transactions with Carrier was a
bill of lading used, a form familiar to Boyce.(TR. 259, 262)
Boyce was never paid for any portion of the goods shipped in the
transactions with Carrier. (TR. 280)
Boyce first became aware Carrier was taking the position
Boyce was liable for Carrier's freight charges for both shipments
when Carrier invoiced Boyce for its freight charges on both shipments.
(TR. 251)

Boyce then orally advised Carrier on several occasions

the billing was in error and should be directed to CMC and sent the
invoice (Ex. 22-P) back marked

ff

Boyce Equipment does not owe. CMC

Corp. /s/ Boyce11 (TR. 178, 245-47, 251, 274-76)
In the course of these conversations, Carrier accepted
information as to names and addresses for CMC from Boyce and
never took the position Boyce was liable on the basis of any prepaid freight contract. (TR. 274-77)
The trial court indicated that Boyces invoice - also a
packing list identifying BoyceTs principal -- CMC Corp, the concern
that wanted the purchased parts shipped to Guinea by aii; was irrelevant.
(TR. 222-23)
-14-

The trial court also indicated that the freight

custom

and practice of parts shippers and BoyceTs similar practice was irrelevant. (TR. 254-58, 268)
The trial court ruled Boyce would be liable for the freight
charges made by Carrier in respect to the first shipment but Boyce
would not be liable for the freight charges made by Carrier in
connection with the second shipment since the principal was disclosed
and the services were to be performed on a freight collect at destination basis. (TR. 302-03)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Principal, CMC Corp., was Fully Disclosed.
At the time Boyce requested transportation service, the
principal for whom the transportation was requested, CMC Corp., the
purchaser of the truck parts from Boyce, was fully disclosed to
Carrier.
BoyceTs invoice to CMC Corp was furnished to Carrier at
the time transportation services were requested.

It plainly showed

the transportation was for the benefit of CMC, the purchaser of the
goods, who wanted them shipped immediately to Guinea.

The documents

prepared by Carrier itself showed not only that the transportation
was for the benefit of CMC Corp., but that Carrier undertook to
collect not only the freight charges but the invoice cost of the
goods from CMC.

Boyce signed no bill of lading
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document or other

contract obligating Boyce to pay the freight.

The shipper's letter

of instructions does not set forth any agreement or undertaking on
the part of Boyce to pay the freight.

Boyce otherwise assumed no

liability therefore but on the contrary told Carrier the shipment
was to go freight collect.

The rule of agency law that an agent

acting for a disclosed principal is not personally liable on the
contract is applicable to both the first and second shipments.
2.

Boyce Did Not Agree to be Liable to Pay the Freight.

Boyce signed no contract obligating Boyce to pay the
freight.

Boyce did not orally promise to pay freight.

On the con-

trary, Boyce instructed Carrier the freight was to be collected at
destination.
struction.

Carrier produced no evidence contradicting that inIts representative claimed to have no recall of the

conversations at the time of either transaction, but the custom
and practice of Boyce and other part sellers was to arrange shipment
for customers on a freight collect basis and assume

no liability

for customers freight charges without specific advance arrangements
in which the amount of the freight charge was predetermined and the
amount added to the customer's invoice.
was made with Carrier.

No such advance understanding

Neither price nor credit termswere mentioned

to Boyce by Carrier even though the freight transportation was substantial -- nearly as much as the price of the goods and Carrier had
no previous dealings with Boyce.

Boyce proceeded on the assumption
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which was made known to the Carrier that Boyce's normal business
practice would apply and that Carrier would collect the freight
upon delivery to the buyer.

Any contrary intent of the Carrier was

not brought to the attention of Boyce until Carrier began sending
invoices to Boyce.

If Carrier had desired to contract on a pre-

paid by Boyce basis, Carrier would have asked Boyce to prepay the
freight before making the shipment.

Carrier's apparent private

undisclosed interpretation of nprepaidTt and its conduct in marking the
shipper's letter of instructions "prepaid" after receiving the shipment and in connection with preparing other documentation without
advising Boyce of Carrier's intent in so doing does not obligate
Boyce.

If Carrier had secured Boyce!s agreement to pay the freight,

Carrier would have so asserted

in the several conversations which

took place after it began billing Boyce instead of merely receiving
further information as to the name and business addresses of CMC
Corp.
3.

Carrier breached its undertaking to collect both

freight and BoyceTs invoice by negligently delivering the parts without so doing.
Carrier, consistent with Boyce's oral instructions, prepared
an air waybill directing the parts be held at the Conakry

Airport

and a Mcost and freight" worksheet and commercial invoice which
included the cost of the parts and freight charges.

Carrier's agent

testified these documents meant the shipment was to be handled on a
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cost and freight basis.

Carrier failed to require CMC Corp. to pay

the freight on its delivery of the goods, thereby losing its Carrier's
lien and any opportunity for Boyce to collect by demanding that CMC
Corp. pay before actual delivery of the goods.

Carrier?s negligent

failure to perform its own undertaking proximately caused its own
loss .
ARGUMENT
POINT

I

BOYCE WAS AN AGENT ACTING ON BEHALF OF A DISCLOSED
PRINCIPAL, CMC CORP., AND HAS NO LIABILITY FOR
CARRIER1S FREIGHT CHARGES
CMC Corp., the concern on behalf of which Boyce requested
the transportation, was not only fully disclosed to Carrier by
Boyce, (Ex. 14-P), Carrier inserted the principal's name and address
on the commercial invoice prepared by Carrier, Ex. 23-P.

By pre-

paring that invoice, Carrier acknowledged that CMC Corp., Boyce's
principal, was responsible for the freight and the cost of the parts.
Restatement (Second) of Agency §320 provides:
Unless otherwise agreed, a person making
or purporting to make a contract with another as
agent for a disclosed principal does not become
a party to the contract.
This basic principle of agency law is applicable to contracts for transportation services and is not affected by the Interstate Commerce Act.

Louisville § Nashville Railroad Co. vs. Central

Iron § Coal Co., 265 U.S. 59, 68 L.ed. 900 (1923) and Middle Atlantic
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Conference vs. United States, 353 F.Supp. 1109 (D.C.D.C. 1972).
Louisville, held the inference that one ordering transportation services is doing so on his own behalf is rebutted by a
showing that the shipper of the goods was not acting on his own
behalf; that this fact was known by the carrier; that the parties
intended that the consignee should pay the freight and that the
shipper should not assume any liability whatsoever.

265 U.S. 59,67.

In Louisville, the form of bill of lading there used indicated the
shipper was not the owner of the goods nor the person on whose
behalf the transportation was ordered and disclosed the name of the
principal--Tutwiler and Brooks, the purchaser of coal from Central
Iron and Coal Co. which Tutwiler had requested to arrange shipment
to a concern which had purchased the coal from Tutwiler--Great
Western Smelters Corporation.

Since it was apparent that the

principal on whose behalf the transportation was ordered was disclosed to the carrier, it was entirely proper to determine that the
agent arranging the transportation, Central Iron § Coal Co., had
no personal liability for the freight charges.

The material facts

in the instant case are essentially the same as those in the Louisville case.
In Middle Atlantic Conference vs. United States, 353 F.
Supp. 1109 (D.C.D.C. 1972) a three-judge panel reviewed an order
of the Interstate Commerce Commission prohibiting certain carriers
from adopting provisions in tariffs purporting to make warehousemen
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and others liable for demurrage charges.

The court held that the

disclosed agents arranging transportation services for their principals were not liable for transportation or demurrage charges
because the common-law principle that agents for disclosed principals are not personally liable on the contract was fully applicable to transportation contracts:
The law is well settled that an agent for
a disclosed principal is not liable to a third
person for acts within the scope of his agency,
(citing cases). 353 F.Supp. 1109, 1122-23.
In Transport Clearings of Los Angeles vs. F. J. Purdy
Iron

5

Metals, 289 P.2d 173 (Nev. 1955), a case with facts very

similar to those of the instant case, the court followed Louisville
§

Nashville Railroad Co. vs. Central Iron $ Coal Co., 265 U.S.

59, 68 L.ed. 900 (1923) in holding that an agent arranging shipment
on behalf of an owner was not, in point of fact, the shipper and
not personally liable on the contract of transportation notwithstanding the fact the agent signed the shipping order as shipper.
The court held that the carrier had knowledge of the identity of
the owner of the goods shipped and of the position of the agent
and had not therefore established any liability on the part of the
agent.
. . . the person who required.the goods to be
shipped was Lipsett Steel Products, Inc., of
California, and not the respondent. It has been
held that where the goods were not shipped on
his account or for his benefit, the carrier is
not entitled to call upon the consignor for the
freight. Louisville § N. R. Co. v. Central §
Coal Co., supra.
289 P.2d 173, 174.

The ^incontroverted facts in this case equally call for
application of the well established general rule that if a contract
is made with a known agent acting within the scope of his authority
for a disclosed principal, the contract is that of the principal
alone unless credit has been given expressly and exclusively to
the agent and it appears that it was clearly the agent's personal
intention to assume the obligation as a personal liability and that
the agent has been informed that credit has been extended to him on
his credit alone.

Moran v. Loeffler--Greene Supply Co., 316 P.2d

132 (Okla. 1957) and Beneficial Finance Company of Colorado vs. Bach,
665 P.2d 1034 (Colo. App. 1983).

POINT II
BOYCE DID NOT AGREE TO PAY FREIGHT
No bill of lading was signed by Boyce in connection with
either shipment.

Bills of lading contain provisions to the effect

that both the consignor and consignee are liable for the freight
unless certain nonrecourse sections are filled out and signed.

See

New York Central R. Co. vs. Frank H. Buck Co., 41 P.2d 547 (Cal.
1935) and Consolidated Freightways

Corp. vs. Pacheco International

Corp., 488F.Supp. 68 (CD. Cal. 1979).

The facts in this case must

therefore be distringuished from the facts in a great number of other
cases in which the shipper agreed in writing to be liable for the
freight whether or not he was acting as principal or agent in the
-21-

transaction and regardless of the ownership of the goods or the
identity of the concern for whose benefit the transportation service was rendered.
The sole and only document signed by Boyce was the shipper's
letter of instruction form. (Ex. 10-P, Ex. 7-D, Ex. 15-P; TR. 176-77,
210).

Carrier's letter of instruction form contains no boiler-plate

provisions at all on the reverse side.

The form does not state

that Boyce agrees to pay freight charges.

Carrier's representative

testified at trial the form serves simply as a carrier's receipt
for the freight. (TR. 204)
The fact the principal who requested the transportation
services was fully disclosed and was to pay the freight at the
point of destination removes any inference of liability arising from
the fact Boyce requested the carrier to provide the transportation
service.

Louisville §

Nashville Railroad Co. vs. Central Iron §

Coal Co., 265 U.S. 59, 68 L.ed. 900 (1923) and Transport Clearings
of Los Angeles vs. F. J. Purdy Iron g Metals, Inc., 289 P.2d 173
(Nev. 1955) .
There was no evidence that Boyce made an independent
agreement to stand liable for the freight.
the contrary.

The evidence was all to

The custom and practice followed by Boyce, a parts

supplier, consistent with the custom and practice of parts suppliers
generally, was to ship to customers freight collect at the point
of delivery. (TR. 248-50; 267)
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When
by

a

carrier insists on freight being paid in advance

a parts supplier, the supplier will require its customer to

deposit the freight or at least ascertain the exact amount of the
freight charges so that the amount thereof can be added to the
customer's invoice.

(TR 266-67, 271-72)

Boyce told the Carrier

the shipment was going freight collect to which agreement the
Carrier's representative

orally assented.

(TR 233-34)

This

direction was not contradicted by the Carrier, whose representative
testified merely that he did not recall the substance of any of
his conversations with representatives of Boyce.
206, 211)

The Carrier had no

the price or credit terms.

(TR 201-02, 204,

discussion with Boyce regarding

(TR 187-88, 251-52, 267, 272)

Not

only did the Carrier make no demand for prepayment of the freight,
Carrier undertook to prepaie a commercial invoice for the purpose of
of collecting not only the freight but BoyceTs invoice.

(TR 175,

199, 200, 203; Ex. 13-P and Ex. 23-P)
The foregoing facts and circumstances

are all relevant in

determining the nature of the contract and the intent of the parties.
Seel7 Am. Jur. 2d, Contracts, Sections 251, 252, 256, 257, 258, 259,
272, 274.
The Carrier's secret

after-the fact determination that

it did not want to ship to New Guinea on a freight collect basis
and that prepaid meant it could bill the person requesting the
transportation services was never communicated to Boyce and obviously
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cannot form any evidentiary support sufficient to sustain the
lower court's ruling.
The interpretation placed upon the contract by the parties
themselves is of controlling importance in ascertaining the parties
understanding of the contract terms and language since the parties
are in the best position to know what was intended.

17 Am. Jur. 2d

Contracts §274; Zeese vs. Estate of Siegel, 534 P.2d 85 (Utah 1975)
and Eie vs. St. Benedicts Hospital, 638 P.2d 1190 (Utah 1981).
Here the Carrier made no objection to Boycefs direction
that the shipment was to be made on a freight collect at destination
basis; undertook to prepare documentation consistent with that
instruction and initially undertook to collect from the owner of the
goods for a substantial period of time based on information received
from Boyce as to names and addresses of CMC Corp.
such efforts failed, Carrier sued Boyce.

And only after
Having thus dealt

on the basis of an assumption only the principal was to be liable
for freight charges, the court should have enforced that practical
interpretation and made a specific finding that Boyce did not agree
to pay the freight.

See Farrell Lines, Inc. vs. Titan Industrial

Corp., 306 F.Supp. 1348 (S.D.N.Y. 1969), cf- Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Ry. Co. vs. Midland Cooperatives, Inc., 306 F. Supp. 723
(W.D. Okla. 1969).

In Farrell, the court found "prepaid11 bills of

lading were used but that the freight was not in fact prepaid and
the carrier had extended credit in the amount of the freight and
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looked for payment from the forewarder whom its actions showed had
been accepted by the carrier as the principal and obligor on the
freijjit contract. Since the carrier had by its actions shown that it
regarded the forwarder as the contracting party and not the shipper
as the contracting party, the court properly found the parties did
not intend that the shipper should be personally bound.

The lower court's ruling that Boyce agreed to pay the
freight is unsupported by and contrary to the evidence and the law.

POINT III
CARRIER'S FAILURE TO COLLECT FREIGHT FROM THE
CONSIGNEE ON DELIVERY CONSTITUTES BREACH OF
CONTRACT OR NEGLIGENCE PRECLUDING CARRIER FROM
RECOVERING FREIGHT CHARGES FROM BOYCE
The air waybill

prepared by Carrier, (Ex. 11-P) reflects

Boyce!s instruction that the goods were to be held by the Carrier
at the Conakry Airport.

The work sheet prepared by Carrier, (Ex.

13-P), consistent with Boyce's oral instruction to Carrier (TR 233-34),
provided the goods were to go ncost and freight".

(TR 199)

The

commercial invoice prepared by Carrier, (Ex. 23-P), shows Carrier
intended to collect not only the freight but the cost of the goods
at the point of destination.

(See TR 199, 206)

Carrier apparently transported the goods, (TR 175), but
did not hold them for payment of freight or invoice charges at the
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Conakry Airport, but delivered them without collecting anything at
all, (TR 191), and without notifying Boyce of delivery without
payment.

(TR 189)

Had Carrier but advised Boyce of its change of

plans, Boyce could have required CMC Corp. to have advanced transportation charges or could have at least reclaimed the goods. (TR.
252, 268-70)
The facts clearly show the Carrier proceeded on the basis
that it would collect freight at the point of delivery, but then
simply turned over the goods, abandoning the Carrier's responsibility.
Carrier

determined that it could not collect from CMC Corp. and

so filed suit against Boyce.

The Carrier!s negligent abandonment

of the goods without collection of charges actually constituted
conversion of the goods for which Boyce could have sought damages
equal to the invoice price.

Terminal Transport Company, Inc. vs.

Burger Chef Systems, Inc., 211 S.E. 2d 788 (Ga. 1974).

In Terminal

Transport, the carrier shipped merchandise sold by the shipper to
a purchaser under an agreement the goods were to be released upon
payment.

Instead of obtaining payment upon release of the goods,

the carrier released the goods without payment.

The court held

that such conduct constituted negligence and that the carrier could
not release itself from reponsibility merely by abandoning the goods
or by turning them over to one not entitled to receive them.

The

seller/shipper was entitled to presume the property was properly
stored and was held entitled to recover the value of the goods from
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the carrier.

Likewise in Davis vs. Fruita Mercantile Co., 220 Pac.

983 (Colo. 1923), the carrier was held liable for misdelivered goods
because the carrier had not followed directions to notify the buyer
of the goods and to deliver them to him upon payment.
In E. L. Murphy Trucking Co. vs. Climate Control, Inc.,
523 P.2d 224 (Ut. 1974), this Court held that a carrier could not
collect from a consignee where the carrier marked bills of lading
prepaid even though prepayment had not occurred and delivered the
goods to the consignee without immediately demanding payment of
the freight, thus depriving the consignee of the

opportunity to

prevent itself from being held twice liable for freight charges.
While this court did not specifically characterize the carrier's
conduct as negligence or as breach of contract, the result reached
appears to have been predicated either on the assumed negligence
of the carrier in the circumstances or the carrier's breach of
contract or upon principles of estoppel.

In that case, this Court

specifically rejected the argument that Section 223 of the Motor
Carrier Act creates an absolute liability of consignees to pay
freight.
itself

In this case, Boyce was deprived of a means of protecting

by the carrier's unilateral decision to deliver the freight

without payment of freight or invoice charges.
Carrier's contractual undertaking to deliver the goods on
a freight collect at point of destination basis and to look to the
buyer or consignee for payment of the freight charges rather than
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to the seller of the goods who arranged the transportation arose
when the Carrier accepted BoyceTs offer by Carrier's act of performance without objecting to the terms of the offer.

Union Pacific

Railroad Co. vs. Hall Lumber Sales, Inc., 278 F. Supp. 468 (D.C.W.D.
Wis. 1967), affTd, 419 F.2d 1009 (7th Cir. 1969) and cases cited
therein.

In the Union Pacific case, the carrier had received

directions to deliver the freight to a third party from whom collection was to be made.

That direction was an offer which the carrier

by its act of performance accepted and thus a contract arose under
which the original consignee was not to be liable for freight charges.
In substance, the carrier agreed to accept the liablity for freight
arrangement tendered, by its undertaking to handle the shipment on
that basis without insisting on another arrangement.
in which courts have

Other cases

in effect required the carrier to fairly

deal consistent with the course of dealing of the parties and
what appears to have been their reasonable expectations and actions
at the time which involve circumstances similar to those pertaining
in the instant case are Aero Mayflower Transit Company vs. Harbin
190 S.E. 2d 91 (Ga. 1972); Checker Van Lines vs. Siltek International,
Ltd., 404 A.2d 333 (N.J. 1979) and Lyon Van Lines, Inc. vs. Cole,
512 P.2d 1108 (Wash. 1973).

It is not precisely clear from those

cases whether the court was proceeding on a breach of contract or
negligence theory, but the facts which those courts held controlling
were directions as to whom was to be liable for the freight, action
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by the carrier endeavoring to collect the freight from the party
to whom the carrier was directed to look and carelessness or negligence in collecting payment.
Here, the Carrier clearly had the ability, means and
apparently the intent, at least initially, to protect itself by
collecting freight at the Conakry Airport.
thereby lost its statutory lien.

It failed to do so and

Section 70A-7-307(3), Utah Code

Annotated, (1953).
Carriers failure to hold the goods at the airport, failure
to collect the freight from the buyer proximately caused Carrier's
damages.

Further, Carrier is equitably estopped from claiming

Boyce is liable to pay the freight charges by Carrier's conduct in
causing its own loss and for that matter, BoyceTs loss, by its conduct in transporting the parts with the direction that freight be
collected at the point of destination.

See Carnesecca vs. Carnes-

ecca, 572 P.2d 708 (Utah 1977) and J. P. Koch, Inc. vs. J. C. Penney
Co. , Inc. , 534 P. 2d 903 (Utah 1975). The decision reached by the
lower court was further contrary to the principle that one is not
permitted to take advantage of his own wrongdoing and the principle
that where one of two innocent people must suffer a loss because
of misconduct of a third party, the law places the loss upon the
one who made the choice and created the circumstance out of which
the loss came about.

Prudential Federal Savings § Loan Ass, vs.

William L. Pereira and Assoc, 16 Utah 2d 365, 401 P.2d 439 (1965).

and G. Eugene England Foundation vs. Smith's Food King #6, 542 P.2d
753 (Utah 1975).

The doctrine of promissory estoppel also applies

to preclude Carrier from claiming freight charges against Boyce.
See Petty vs. Gindy Mfg. Corp., 17 Utah 2d 32, 404 P.2d 30 (1965).

CONCLUSION
1.

CMC Corp., who requested Boyce to arrange the trans-

portation, was a fully disclosed principal.

Boyce, the agent, was

not personally liable on the principal's contract for freight
services.
2.

Boyce did not explicity or impliedly agree to pay

3.

When Boyce tendered the shipment to Carrier on a

freight.

freight collect at point of destination basis and Carrier accepted
the shipment on those terms, Carrier agreed to look only to CMC
Corp. for payment of the freight.
4.

Carrier misdelivered the parts without collecting

freight and such misdelivery constituted negligence which proximately caused Carrierfs damages and breach of contract.
5.

Carrier is equitably estopped by its own conduct from

claiming freight charges against Boyce.
6.

The loss of the value of goods and freight charges

was caused by the act of the Carrier in failing to collect at the
point of destination and since it created the loss, and could have
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avoided it, it must bear the same.

It cannot recover the consequences

of its own folly from Boyce who neither participated therein nor
acquiesed in the Carrierfs conduct.
The judgment of the lower court granting Carrier judgment
against Boyce for the freight charges made in connection with the
first shipment should be reversed.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 16th day of January, 1986.

DAVID £ COOK^V ^ ^ ^
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant
Boyce Equipment
85 West 400 North
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: 292-7216

Served the foregoing Brief of Appellant by delivering
four copies thereof to Roger G. Segal, Cohne, Rappaport § Segal, P.C,
Attorneys for Plaintiff and Respondent, Circle Airfreight, 66 Exchange Place, Salt Lake City/J^lJt^h 8411, this 16th day of January,
1986.
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Carrier certifies above described goods were for carriage
SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS ON THE REVERSE
HEREOFfoe-griodsthen being in apparent good order
and cpatifuon except as noted hereon

EXPORT
DECLARATION
DOCUMENTATION AND/OR
FORWARDING FEE
HANDLING LETTER OF
CREDIT/SIGHT DRAFT
ISESSENGER
SERVICE
POSTAGE AND MAILING
SERVICE
WIRES / TWX / TELEX
CABLES
TELEPHONE
EXPENSE

.V?

TRANSFER FEE /
AIRPORT TRANSFER^
~SPECIAL"SERVICES
(NO ADVANCE)
A)

ri'U .CUIKINV
TOTALS , ,.

r
I I C (SEV 7/11)

n

i * ~4' i i l

BEYOND CHARGES

ft> PREPAID V7T

RATE

DRAYAGEISDDE

i

• » r ft in

* *>

RATE

i

f

These c o m m o d i t y licensed by the United States for ultimate destination
M l
J| i ,
Aversion contrary to United States law pronJbi

NCE COMPANY / POLICY NO

i

>»r N t i n

1o'

I
COMPANY

^ *%

QUANTIlV OF GOODS /1
NATURE AND QUANTITY
/MARKS AND NUMBERS
IOITI^III

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

TOTALS

•MMODITY

iHT

COPY 4 - ORIGIN A l DMA Cii c O A D V

t+t ±rrkrr~

COLLECT

authorized by the Secretary of Commerce Use for unauthorized purposes is not permitted (Title IS Sec 30 91 (a)
CFR
Sec 7(c) Export Administration Act of 1969,
as amended P L 91 1841

OF SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES
Eiport Siipaeots Are Subject To Inspection By U S Customs Service and/or The Office of Eiport Control

Authentication (When required)

READ CARE FULLY THE INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK TO AVOID DELAY AT SHIPPING POINT

"""

Declarations Should be Typewritten or Prepared in Ink
OISTRICT

DO HOT USE THIS AREA

Zi

.
)M (U S port of mxport)

COUNTRY (For Customs
uae only)

File Ho. (For Customs use only)

4V

2. METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION (Check one)
I"""] VESSEL (Incl ferry)

PORTING CARRIER (If veaael,

PORT

•

give name of ahtp, flag and pier number

AIR •

OTHER (Specify)

if air, give name of airline )

AIR R U B
»ORTER (Principal

or aeller —

hcenaee)

ADDRESS (Number, atreet,

place.

State)

eoga:Effirog»gam op, s l sowsawm. MOWBSAUIAKEcar.ITAI
AMT BOX W M , sag mx cm. wag uvt?

-NT OF EXPORTER (Forwarding agent)

ADDRESS (Number, atreet,

place,

State)

RCLE AIRFREIGHT CORP
TIMATE CONSIGNEE

ADDRESS fP/ace, country)

ttttffiWC OP OSVaTA. AftaCT
ADDRESS (Place,
~

*EIGN PORT OF UNLOADING (For veasel

and air ahipments

only)

innoccc

country)

S PLACE AND COUNTRY OF ULTIMATE DESTINATION (Not place of transshipment)

-gflgBOE, 1TP. BP CgTSEA, AFIICft
IKS AND NOS

NUMBERS AND KIND OF PACKAGES DESCRIPTION OF
COMMODITIES EXPORT LICENSE NUMBER
OR GENERAL LICENSE SYMBOL
(Describe commodities in sufficient detail to permit
verification of the Schedule B commodity numbers a a signed
Do not uae general forms

*4BICaSHIPPING (Gross)
WEIGHT IN POUNDS*
(REQUIRED FOR
VESSEL AND
AIR SHIPMENTS
ONLY)

JUL.

(10)

<°>
LABQL

(? ctns) MOTOR VOBBCIE PaBTSmCXVSEb

JUL

lhUXbm

hese commodities licensed by U S for ultimate destination

UK
WO
ft.

SCHEDULE B
COMMODITY NO
(Include
Commodity
Control List
italicized
digit, when required)

J12L

-mjrno-

VALUE AT U S PORT
OF EXPORT
^Selling price or coat if
not a old
including
NET QUANTITY
inland freight, insurSCHEDULE B UNITS
ance
and
other
chargea
(State unit)
to U S port of export)
(Nearest whole dollar;
omit cents figure a)

JliL

vecttx

(»)

M

Diversion contrary to US law prohibited
OR GENERAL LICENSE SYMBOL

VALIDATED LICENSE N O

17. DATE OF EXPORTATI
'Air I OJ^Jta£jeju "Vt+kiLSl
htpmenta by

ING OR AIR WAYBILL NUMBER
awamgaja

CIRCLE AIRFREIGHT CORP

IE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY AUTHORIZES
• ACT AS FORWARDING AGEN^L^OfreXPORT CONTROL AND CUSTOMS PURPOSES

deration should be made b> duly authorized officer or employee of exporter or of forwarding agent
by exporter.
shipping weight i s not available for each Schedule B item listed in column (13) included in one
e packages insert the approximate gross weight for each Schedule B item The total of these
ted weights should equal the actual weight of the entire package or packages
)esignate foreign merchandise (reexports) with an " F * and exports of domestic merchandise prom the United States or changed in condition in the United States with • " D " (See instructions
erse side )

(Name and address

- Number, atreet, place,

State)

DO HOT USE THIS AREA

veaael)

w « w - . n . n n n i IIVU MTIU M U U I I N G

WGT
FROM:

2o

TO.
TO:

VIA

TO:

VIA

SS0J

VALUATION: FROM:,

.TO:.

FROM:

.TO:.

CLASS
»

SHEET

RATE

PREPAID

COLLECT

121 <sma

INSURANCE PREMIUM:.
PREPAID

fs'jri-wtf

^.00

AIRFREIGHT (INCLUDING VALUATION IF ANY)
AIRLINE INSURANCE
OPEN POLICY PREMIUM INSURANCE (NOT UNDER AIRLINE INSURANCE)
INLAND FREIGHT/SERVICES
CONSULAR FREE ADVANCE

*

56
57
58
59
60
61
62

• » 1 1 —1

DESCRIPTION

21
31

Q
45 A
46 A
50! P
55 i I

P.€>C>
n.

F
1
N

30
35
40

•"7/gD
mmfmmmmm^f^m

COLLECT

DATA CODES

*

II

III III

3L£&0
•

^ 1

•

J*

1 % ^ 1

KEY TO
YMBOLS

r

Si

s

|

|
~~~~

14] Consignee's Acct. No.
(5 Digits Only)

hilars

* Airline Frt & Valuation

}:.-

13| Shippers Reference Number
i
(8 Digits Only)

c

1*
tnlJ

j

v

|r

SS&fl

|

|

TELEPHONE EXPENSE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FEES
CONSULAR BLANKS
PACKING/MARKING/STRAPPING
TRANSFER FEE/AIRPORT TRANSFER
PHOTOCOPIES
SPECIAL SERVICES

7 74IB M

1

I
J

MESSENGER SERVICE
POSTAGE AND MAILING SERVICE
WIRES/TWX/TELEX/OR CABLES

ft4

69
I 70
[71
72
73

|

DOCUMENTATION AND OR FORWARDING FEE
PREPARING AND HANDLING CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
PREPARING AND HANDLING CONSULAR INVOICE
PREPARING COMMERCIAL INVOICE
HANDLING LETTER OF CREDIT/SIGHT DRAFT
ASSEMBLY FEE
EXPORT LICENSE APPLICATION

A

63
64
65
66
67
68

PICKUP
p3 Truck Code &CS$
EXPORT DECLARATION

|

Airline Insurance

A - Advances (Exact Amt as shown on vendor
invoices
N - Open Policy Insurance

p • Pickup or Cartage within the A.C.I. Local limit*
of your area
M » All Revenue Items

3DITIONAL INFORMATION / INSTRUCTIONS:.

CAP
VK «\

^AtfeW IV

Ufffi.?^

5 1 SOUTH HOT H91
NORTH "SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

COMMERCIAL

INVOICE

Date: _„?.^!LGUSX_198?

0 TO:

IP TO:

M NO.

Wwolce No>:

Our Order No

.C.M.C. CORP
3468 MT. DIABLO BLVD.
CAYFAYETTE, CALIF. 94549

CusL Order No
Shipped viaXX

A.H.W. CORP.
CONAKRY,
REPUBLIC OF GUINEA,
AFRICA

.CIRCLE .AI.RFR£IGm..CORP A

Sailed from„.„.SM.„LAKE CITY, UTAH. U . S . A ^ P o f 0 |
Date Sailed.

*1J®WJL1**1
QUANTITY
SHIPPED

DESCRIPTION

UNIT
PRICE

NUTS AND BOLTS MISC. PARTS
G-744 PTC ASSY
PT.O GASKETS.
BELL HOUSING ASSY 350 CUMMINS
SQHD DIFFERENTIAL 529 RATIO FRONT ASSY
SQHD DIFF REAR 529 RATIO
SQHD FRONT CORE
SQHD REAR CORE
•
NET TOTAL
FREIGHT CHARGflS
PICK UP CHARGES
HANDLING AND DOCUMENTS
TOTAL C&F

THIS INVOICE CERTIFIED TO BE TRUE Am£OflRECT AND
THESE GOODS TO BE OF U.S. ORIGIN BYr^S
•Q3U9IH0Ud SI MVT S Tl 0 1 AdVaiNOd) NOISbGJAia
NOiivNiissa 3ik/iAjinn uod
S31V1S Q311NH 3H1 A9 Q3SN30IT S3I1I0OIAMQ0 aS3WiL
THESE COMMCOniES LICENSED BY,
Nl' ED STA hS
FOR ULTIMATE DESTINATION __ ^ > ° <
DIVERSION CONTRARY TO U. S. LAW IS PROHIBITED.

TOTAL PRICE

1907.98
285.00
• 3.00
210.00
1875.00
1155.00
500.00
200.00
6,135.98
5,227.04
71 80
49.90
$11,484.72

r ^ n rr%v 'v - 3 < ^
,v.?

^

l'.n t , ^

rj

jce

INVOICE NUMSER

NO.

^

10S3 NORTH REDWOOD ROAD • NORTH SALT LAKE, UTAH 84054,

SERVICE

AMOUNT

LUBRICATE

DATE .

ENGINE OIL

SHIP TO _

OIL FILTER

>ADDRESS.

TRANS.
,o( \

]

\ U S T . ORDER NO.

I

SALESMAN

CHARGE

CASH

DATE SHIPPED

SHIP VIA

DIFF.

\N\fe

LIST

DESCRIPTION

NE1

TRANSF.

TRUCK
OPF.H. NO.

TOTAL

DESCRIPTION Or WORK

V-S:
'^ ! ' -

M^O
V

v

\\L^<JL.J&&£&._
•-'•\V:V
.VSQ>-.'::-

A-

iOO"^

"fe^

..

..'2.. iiLC£":!^_...

vsl

:

NCT

JA-

°-' - fcif

T3~

$

X^xlL^^

Q"

Bm,

•-"3

15

So'^

- --W Is

f.r» rr b-yAj ^ O

^-TrT 25^ 7 : ^* • - >

I&NZZSSL^S
TT

-_i

i.

i

!

J

. M ...

_ ...V

~r1 _ i ! — ^ .

?>>J

/V->—

J ^ ^ L _ ...
JV v ._

AMOUNT

VVA)

\

> tj

V

r IST

3££CLL

^S3b2L

<$y.;H:.w
-Fv

*

fe&tfvvw

<^-J

O. t j ^

'tC

iV

-nivo i
\°\ i 'ck;
^0:^0

* -

-

~,L
,
_',
j]
J1

A FINANCE CHARGE OF Y,<,% PER MONTH (18% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE)
«V!LL 3E ADDED T 0 THE UNPAID BALANCE OF PAST D'JE ACCOUNTS. IF COLLECTION !S MADE 5Y SUIT OR OTHERWISE, 3 'J?CHASER AGREES TO FAY A L L
COSTS OF COLLECTION INCLUDING A REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEE

TOTAL
LA30R
TOTAL
PARTS
SUE9
TOT;

/ <?//n ?i

CL

CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND

HARTFORD
HOUSTON

MIAMI
MILWAUKEE

NEWARK
PHILADELPHIA

5T LUUI5
SALT LAKE CITY

WICHITA

Also N o t i f y .

NSIGNEDTO-

•et Address.
(Address)

t & Country „
if ks & Numbers

/

&CHMI&4 *^/Ai,^

No of

Dimensions
of Volume

ontity and Nature of Goods

Pkgs

/

Aft?**
Gross Weight

SHIPPER S DECLARED VALUE
For Custom! Only

Bt^jjUt€£i

For Cornoge

DEFENDANTS
EXHIBIT

I'D

<£a3-6SL6&
Country of Origin „
CIAL INSTRUCTIONS

•URANCE: $
CUAAENTS T O A C C O M

iNo Insurance Unless Declared)
L

COMMERCIAL INVOICE
OTHER J

PPER.

nature
*M 12003 (8/,

'/Ml**

Dote

&

Q

PREPAID •

CHARGES:
CONSULAR INVOICE

•

CERTIFK

COLLECT ^
>R1GIN,

CODAmt.$.
Q

_ - -CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND

^....w..
HARTFORD
HOUSTON

iwuwv.ut
MIAMI
MILWAUKEE

iNtW YUKK
NEWARK
PHILADELPHIA

KACINE
ST LOUIS
SALT LAKE CITY

TULSA
WICHITA

Also N o t i f y .

)NSIGNEDTQ.

+•

//QUI

eet Address.

f—r4Wome)

Ar/l&Vf.
(Address)

y & Country.
arki & Numbers

rte*Mk&<( .&/**» 1*4 AtWM
/

/

t

N o of
Pkgs *

Dimensions
of Volume

lOniiry ond Notwre of Goods
Quo*

SHIPPER S DECLARED VALUE

Gross Weight

£»T/^<*£
Country of Origin.

CIAL INSTRUCTIONS

(No Insurance Unless Declared)

USANCE: $

COAAMERCIAL INVOICE* Q
OTHER

PREPAID I

CHARGES:
CONSULAR INVOICE •

COLLECT •

C^RTIFOOEOFyORIGIN,

COD Ami. $ .
•

XT
J^
tature
AA 12003

OL WFz

{B/rff

/

/

/

/

\\

(R*eiv|ed by Ctoymon)

CMSKNEE riNCHASE MKR NO

*?o*Trpfri'MNLY SM.LA
~ * ? I A TAGETRA'
tL & • *
£i3NAKRY REP OF GUINEA AFRICA

NONL

s^prtfC

t

tmrartKf m s

MK SYLLA
•
PL NOTIFY CNEX UPON ARRIVAL
HpLF AT TERMINAL HE WILL PILK I T UP

- - NONE

tWJS.

«$H

NAME M » M M E « OF SSUM CMRO/MtNT

51. SOUTH HWY 91
NtRTH LAKE C I T Y UT

\**PH

1KCLE AJh FKLIGHT CORP.
140 AHLlIA EAKHART DRIVE,
ALT IAKE CITY, UTAH 34116.

OOOOO

MARk

8 OOHEtTK ASEMT

NAME OF BSWNE MMKRMKNT

_WUOK'UF F
SKKMWIE OF KSUMC CA*MR/A«Wr

ER
SES

METHOD OF
PACKING

GROSS W E T G K T ,

(KILOS)!

L w A '

,

COMM

HT

v

3 2 311. 0DECLARED
U, 'AVALUE CUSTOMS
12 D E C L ^ ^ L U E CARRIAGE
V/OLUME WEIGHT

*

, A

"T77TTT

NATURE A N D QUANTITY O F GOODS / MARKS A N D NUMBERS

IKUU 1 - H U J

10 COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

TOTALS

AMODITY

DIMENSIONS
(INCHES)

4

These commodities licensed by the United State* for ultimate destination
Diversion contrary to United States law proMMt

*

14CHARGE WEIGHT

IfrTA

AMOUNT O f INSURANCE

16

RATE

32^.0

2l)7*v

7.28

NCE COMPANY / POLICY NO

RATE

,E COMPANY

DRAYAGE CODE "

BEYOND CHARGES

2 Jit.44

21

22 F R E I G H T C H A R G E

23

24 F R E I G H T C H A R G E

25

2B V A L U A T I O N
CHARGE

27

30

INSURANCE

31

»

PICKUP

-^ C O N S U L A R F E E
_ ADVANCE

"2 04 Ar 37041373 \FLT\004/20
!DG 290 ^1 7! 3b LEAVES 9/0 K 0
6 19 0*

COLLECT

20 F R E I G H T C H A R G E

40 INLAND FREIGHT
SERVICES

BILL NUMBER

)7t;RK\' ETA 9/04

DESCRIPTION

PREPAID

,~T < ~ \ ! 0
I COMPANY

* DATE EXfCUTH) t r M C

6.00
0.00

4-

OTHER
ADVANCES

„

EXPORT
DECLARATION

55

56 D O C U M E N T A T I O N A N D / O R
F O R W A R D I N G FEE

H A N D L I N G LETTER O F
CREDIT/SIGHT DRAFT

M
w

63 M E S S E N G E R
SERVICE

u

M

M

f M r W H M t M t i t t l M l b w i i w c i W p W d i r t t o o * , •hiprotnt It I n j u n * In t h j •mount
rf^TL^ooa^^y^
W n c UmiteS to •ctutl tow) In •ccocd«nc« with Paragraph 8 on ttw
70

_
WAYKLLMUMIU

.

Carrier certifies above described goods were lor carriage
SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS ON THE REVERSE
HEREOF the goods then being in apparent good order
and condition except as noted hereon

72

9.00
2 4 0 6 . »74

POSTAGE AND MAILING
SERVICE
WIRES / TWX / TELEX
CABLES
TELEPHONE
EXPENSE
TRANSFER F E E /
AIRPORTJRANSFER
SPECIAL SERVICES ~
(NO ADVANCE)

'fcONM INVOICE
18

TOTALS

HZ T ) 0 nfiR<

19

__r

Act of 1969.

as amended. P.L. 91-184)1
Authentication (When required)

». r -»-v n.. ««»jvwi iv miuccwun ey u.i. customs service and or The Office of Export Control
READ CAREFULLY THE INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK TO AVOID DELAY AT SHIPPING POINT
Declarations Should bo Typawritton or Prepared in Ink
DISTRICT

DO NOT USE THIS AREA

COUNTRY (For Custom*
use only)

PORT

Fito No. (For Customs use only)
2. METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION (Check one):

*OM (U.S. port of export)

LAX

•

VESSEL <7nc/. ferry)

L X X ^ Q

XPORTtNC CARRIER (ft v e s s e l , give name of ship, flmg end pier number,

OTHER (Specify)

it eir, give name of

airline.)

AIR FRANCE
PORTER (Principal

or metier —

ADDRESS (Number, street,

licensee)

place.

State)

BOYCE EQUIPMENT * PARTS COMP. 5 1 SOUTH HHY 9 1 NORTH SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
ENT OF EXPORTER (Forwarding

agent)

CIRCLE AIRFREIGHT CORP AHF BOX 2 2 2 8 8 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
TE CONSIGNEE

ADDRESS (Place,

H I FANLY SYLLA BP 6 3 CONAKRY REP OF 6UINEA
REIGN PORT OF UNLOADING (For vessel

and air shipments

8. PLACE ANO COUNTRY OF ULTIMATE DESTINATION (Not place of

only)

transshipment)

AFRICA

CONAKRY
NUMBERS AND KIND OF PACKAGES. DESCRIPTION OF
COMMODITIES. EXPORT LICENSE NUMBER
OR GENERAL LICENSE SYMBOL
(Describe commodities in sufficient detail to permit
verification of the Schedule B commodity numbers
assigned.
Do not use general terms.

SHIPPING (Gross)
WEIGHT IN POUNDS*
(REOUIREO FOR
VESSEL AND
AIR SHIPMENTS
ONLY)

JUL

(10)

(9)

1 80X

JIDJL

AFRICA

ADDRESS (Place, country;

TERMEDIATE CONSIGNEE

)KS AND NOS.

84122

country)

MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS 7I2»

These commodities licensed by U.S. for ultimate destination

SCHEDULE B
COMMODITY NO.
(Include
Commodity
Control List
italicized
digit, whan required)

Off
IUO
(L

JUL

VALUE AT U.S. PORT
OF EXPORT
]fSelling price or coat if
not aold, including
NET QUANTITY
inland freight, insuf
SCHEDULE B UNITS
ance and other charges
(State unit)
to U.S. port of export)
(Nearest whole dollar;
omit cants
figures)

JUL

JliL

692.0890

AfRtCA-

Diversion con
OR GENERAL LICENSE SYMBOI

VALIDATED LICENSE NO.

XXXXXX

£20E£T

48*0.34

law prohibited.

17. DATE OF EXPORTATION (Not required for shipments

.L OF LADING OR AIR WAYBILL NUMBER

by

vessel)

8/27/82

CAC HAVB 7 7 * 0 6 5 4

CIRCLE AIRFREiGHT CORP AMF BOX 2 2 2 8 8 S I X , UTAH 8 4 1 2 2

E UNDERSIGNED HEREBY AUTHORIZES.
ACT AS FORWARDING AGENT FOR EXPORT CONTROL AND CUSTOMS PURPOSES.

Tr.BOYCE

EQUIPMENT * PARTS COMPANY

.

(Name and address

- Number, street,

place.

State)

(DULY AUTHORIZED
OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE)

I CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE AND ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS EXPORT DECLARATION ARE TRUE AND CORRECT. I AM AWARE OF THE PENALTIES
PROVIDED FOR FALSE REPRESENT"* I «N*_(See paragraphs I (c) and (e) on reverse side.)

K:A^ t ($Xol

Duly authorized
authoriz^Q officer or employee
(Duly

ss.

BOYCE EQUIPMENT S- PARTS COMP.
oijnipotter

or named forwarding

agent)

(Name of corporation

or firm, and capacity of signer; e.g.,
export manager, etc\)

secretary,

51 SOBTH HbfY 91 SAtR.AK£ CITY. UTAH

oration should be made by duly authorized officer or employee of exporter or of forwarding agent
y axportor.
(hipping weight i s not available for each Schedule B item listed in column (13) included in one
packages, insert the approximate gross weight for each Schedule B item. The total of these
d weights should equal the actual weight of the entire package or packages,
signate foreign merchandise (reexports) with an " F " and exports of domestic merchandise pro*
» the United States or changed in condition in the United States with a " 0 . " (See
instructions
te side.)

54601

DO NOT USE THIS AREA

*

,,EXH,B,T

Jl~P / /

\CS3-6Z6Ak

&

WGT

CLASS

COLLECT

3££L

VIA

JX>

VIA

0:_

PREPAID

RATE

=IOM:

\m.

VIA
ALUATION: FROM:,
.. « V

.TO:
.TO:.

FROM: —

4

JSURANCEPREMIUM:
'

J DATA CODES

PREPAID

>^
^

- ^
-^

• • / • •

-.

-

«

f

•!

«Q.SK>

-

J..OO!
R.oO

30

F
I

AIRFREIGHT (INCLUDING VALUATION IF ANY)

35

N

OPEN POLICY PREMIUM INSURANCE (NOT UNDER AIRLINE INSURANCE)

|

40

O

INLAND FREIGHT/SERVICES

|

45

A

CONSULAR FREE ADVANCE

46
50

A
P

PICKUP,

55

ii

EXPORT DECLARATION

21
31

AIRLINE INSURANCE

g

PREPARING AND HANDLING CONSULAR INVOICE

I

59
60

PREPARING COMMERCIAL INVOICE
HANDLING LETTER OF CREDIT/SIGHT DRAFT

|

61

ASSEMBLY FEE
EXPORT LICENSE APPLICATION

i
'"'

'•'

"

)

'

'

hA

'
H h " — ~>—

-

'-

TELEPHONE EXPENSE

67
68

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FEES

69

PACKING/MARKING/STRAPPING

CONSULAR BLANKS

•

•

^

TRANSFER FEE/AIRPORT TRANSFER

HflaJ^YHmrf

j^r•

I^^^^^^AJJHB

.SPECIAL SERVICES
MMi&9&.

WwW^S^^P^^^^
V TOotM^M

i if
13| Shippers Reference Number
(8 Digits Only)

12

.

l^KSHiftmFF^P^

'PHOTOCOPIES

11

KEY TO
SYMBOLS

^

'

70

P

MESSENGER SERVICE

66

I 71
72
73
774

";."

i

POSTAGE AND MAILING SERVICE
WIRES/TWX/TELEX/OR CABLES

65

*,

J
"""]

DOCUMENTATION AND OR FORWARDING FEE

64

%

""

PREPARING AND HANDLING CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN

63

. .. ..

]

" " '

57

62

j

pSl Truck Code

56
58

9.oO

DESCRIPTION

COLLECT

u IA L InU
Dc)l!ars
s.

c

14] Consignee's Acct. No.
(5 Digits Only)
: . . •

F - Airline Frt. & Valuation

N

I - Airline Insurance

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION / INSTRUCTIONS

HSv

n vendor
- Advances (Exact Amt. as shown on
invoices
- Open Policy Insurance

aix*\

"

:

T

• • • ' " • •

•

l
P -- Pickup or Cartage within the A£&l*4pcal
^ C V / ^ P ^ f l lLin

d your area
M • AH Revenue Items

lTvACV

& \

BQYCE EQUIPMENT & PARTS CO.
1090 .NORTH REDWOOD ROAD
NORTH.SALT LAKE, UTAH 84054
U.S.A.

COMMERCIAL
Date:

8/27/82

C.M.C. CORP.
3468 MOUNT DIABLO BLVD #1Q3B
LAYFAYETTE, CA. 94549
SHIP TO:
N'FANLY SYLLA
% C.M.C. CORP
gp £3
CONAKRY% GUINEA
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, lnvoice No . : ..„JJ.g5_

Our Order No...J..6J6

SOLD TO :

ITEM NOJ

INVOICE

Cust Order No. N/.S
Shipped via SS...C.IRC.L0....A.LR£RIJ.GHJ_C.O..R.P..
Sailed from

SA.UL.Ljm....ClH.»..JJIA.H.

..82

1

Oate Sailed........?.!.. A.UG.
QUANTITY
SHIPPED

DESCRIPTION

WASO PUMP
3
INTAKE SCREEN
2
120* INTAKE HOSE
j 120'
l
120'
1 2 0 ' OUTLET HOSE
2
FITTING INSTALLED
6
CLAMP
!
350 CUMMIN ENGINE HOUSING SN113348PKK735
1
3 0 6 - L BEARING
1
1700 JOINT 5-280X
4
1600 JOINT 5-279X
4
3877 BEARING
2
3820 BEARING
2
2523 BEARING
2

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL PRICE

675.00
16.70
5.26'
2.IT
9.25
1.85 1
1155.00 I
19.02 ,
78.74
72.83 !
23.55 i
9.93 1
10.35 |.

SUB TOTAL
TAX

T0 BE TRUE AND c

|

°^

IECT ANE 1;

THESE GOODS TO BE OF U.S. ORIGIN BY:

A-13 .

2025.00
33.40
631.20
253.20
18.50
11,10
1155.00
19.02
314.96
291.32
47.10.
19.86
20.70
4840.36

TOTAL

Im^^^S^

<PoJ

UJ
••*

•

4840.36.

FILED IN CLERK'S UfNiit
Salt Lake City, Utah

Roger G. Segal, Bar No. 2908
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL, P.C.
66 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-2666
Attorneys for Plaintiff

JUL 22 1985

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
CIRCLE AIRFREIGHT,
a corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
BOYCE EQUIPMENT,
a Utah corporation,
Defendant.

-oooOooo)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-oooOooo-

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Civil No. C83-6268
Judge Philip Fishier

The above-entitled matter came on regularly for trial before the Court, sitting
without a jury, the Honorable Philip R. Fishier, Judge presiding, on the 10th day of May,
1985.

The plaintiff was present and represented by counsel, Roger G. Segal, and the

defendant was present and represented by counsel, David S. Cook. Witnesses were sworn
and testified, and the Court received in evidence various exhibits and documents, and the
matter having been duly tried, and the parties having submitted argument in support of
their respective positions, and the Court being fully advised in the premises, and good
cause appearing, now, therefore, the Court makes and enters the following Findings of
Fact:
1.

The Court finds that the plaintiff has sustained, in part, the allegations of

the Complaint in that it is entitled to judgment as hereinafter provided.
2.

The defendant, Boyce Equipment, was and is a corporation duly organized

and existing under the laws of the State of Utah.
3.

On or about August 9, 1982, pursuant to written instructions signed by Mark

Boyce of Boyce Equipment (Exhibit 10-P) Boyce Equipment contracted with Circle
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Airfreight Corporation to have Circle Airfreight Corporation provide freight services on
a prepaid basis for the freight described on said Shipper's Letter of Instruction.
4.

Circle Airfreight provided the freight services for the freight described on

Exhibit 10-P as evidenced by the Airway Bill (Exhibit 11-P) at a price - cost of $5,357.74
commencing August 9, 1982.
5.

Circle Airfreight caused the freight described on Exhibits 10-P and 11-P to

be delivered to the destination point.
6.

Payment for the freight services provided by Circle Airfreight to Boyce

Equipment was to be made by October 15, 1982.
7.

Boyce Equipment has failed to make any payment whatsoever for the freight

services provided as described on plaintiffs Exhibit 10-P and 11-P commencing August 9,
1982.
8.

On or about August 26, 1982 pursuant to the oral request of Mark Boyce and

a Shipper's Letter of Instruction signed by him on behalf of Boyce Equipment (Exhibits 7D and 15-P) Circle Airfreight agreed to provide freight services for a disclosed principal
of Boyce Equipment - NIFanly Sylla c/o CMC Corp. on a freight collect at destination
basis.
9.

On August 26, 1982 when Mark Boyce of Boyce Equipment signed the

Shipper's Letter of Instruction (Exhibits 7-D and 15-P) the portion designated charges as
prepaid or collect or COD amount was not completed.
10.

Circle Airfreight Corporation, based upon the Shipper's Letter of Instruction

dated August 26, 1982 signed by Mark Boyce of Boyce Equipment took possession of the
freight described.
11.

Subsequent to August 26, 1982, Circle Airfreight's officer and/or employee,

marked "pre-paid" on the copy of the Shipper's Letter of Instruction (Exhibit 15-P)
retained by Circle Airfreight Corporation at the time it took possession of the described
freight.
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12.

Subsequent to August 26, 1982, an officer and/or employee of Boyce

Equipment marked "collect" on the original of the Shipper's Letter of Instruction (Exhibit
D-7) retained by Boyce Equipment at the time Circle Airfreight took possession of the
described freight.
13.

Circle Airfreight provided the freight services for the freight described on

Exhibits 15-P and D-7 as evidenced by the Airway Bill, Exhibit 16-P, at a price - cost of
$2,406.74 commencing August 27, 1982.
14.

Circle Airfreight caused the freight described on Exhibits 15-P and 16-P to

be delivered to the destination point.
15.

Boyce Equipment has failed to make any payment whatsoever for the freight

services provided commencing August 27, 1982 as described on Exhibit 15-P, 16-P and D7.
That from the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now makes and enters the
following Conclusions of Law.
1.

The defendant is liable for the freight charges in the amount of $5,357.74 for

the shipment dated August 9, 1982 together with interest at the legal rate from
October 15, 1982.
2.

The defendant is not liable for the freight services provided by Circle

Airfreight in the amount of $2,406.74 on or about August 26, 1982.
3.

Plaintiff '«*
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istriq(t Court Judge
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST
H. DIXON HINDLEY
CLERK

DavidS. Cdok
Attorney for Defendant
(CircleAir)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the }fo

day of July, 1985, a

true and accurate copy of the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law was mailed, first class, postage fully prepaid, in the United States mail,
to:
David S. Cook
Attorney at Law
Attorney for Defendant
85 West 400 North
Bountiful, Utah 84010
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JUDGR1EWT
Roger G. Segal, Bar No. 2908
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL, P.C.
66 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-2666
Attorneys for Plaintiff

FILED IN CLERK'S OFFICE
Salt take City, Utah

JUL 2 2 1985
H. DixonA^dta^a Clerk Jtad Diat Court

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

_OOO0ooo—

A J f<M HO , M? &

CIRCLE AIRFREIGHT,
a corporation,
JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.

Civil No. C83-6268
Judge Philip Fishier

BOYCE EQUIPMENT,
a Utah corporation,
Defendant.
-000O000-

The above-entitled matter came on regularly for trial before the Court, sitting
without a jury the Honorable Philip R. Fisher, Judge, presiding on the 10th day of May,
1985.

The plaintiff was present and represented by counsel, Roger G. Segal, and the

defendant was present and represented by counsel, David S. Cook. Witnesses were sworn
and testified and the Court received in evidence various exhibits and documents, and the
matter having been duly tried, and the parties having submitted arguments in support of
their respective positions and the Court being fully advised in the premises and the Court
having entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, now, therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintiff, Circle Airfreight, is and be awarded
judgment against Boyce Equipment in the principal amount of $5,357.74 together with
accrued interest from October 15, 1982 at the rate of ten percent (10%) per annum to
the date hereof, t o g e t h e r w i t h i n t e r e s t
r a t e of t w e l v e p e r c e n t

from t h e d a t e h e r e o f

(12%) p e r annuyi u n t i l
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David S. Cook
Attorney for Plaintiff

(CircleAirJ)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the

)y^

day of July, 1985, a

true and accurate copy of the foregoing Judgment was mailed, first class,
postage fully prepaid, in the United States mail, to:
David S. Cook
Attorney at Law
Attorney for Defendant
85 West 400 North,'
Bountiful, Utah (84010
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